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Shanks Solomons
Guardian 2019

New address:     57 A Robinwood Avenue
                              Jamaica Plain, MA 02130

Happy New Year
Never boring round here.  Eli and Andrea and Woody are in Valparaiso in
Chile, and Jared after starting the year in New York is now in London.  Renga
Consulting, Alane's business, working on executive coaching and helping
organizations plan for diversity, equity and inclusion went from strength to
strength, and Jeremy began working at the Elie Wiesel Center for Jewish
Studies doing the communications (writing for a living) while still teaching at
Stonehill College and developing new referees in the city of Boston as well as
Brookline. 
We each wrote our own parts of the email this year.

Chile Family: Eli, Andrea & Woody
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Eli, Andrea, and Woody live in Valparaíso, Chile, in their house with their dog,
Geronimo and their cat, Filomeno.

Woody goes to daycare every day, which he enjoys a lot, and he always comes
home with new stories about his friends.  His favorite things are cars and trucks
and motorcycles, followed closely by buses, taxis, excavators, and bulldozers. 
We have no clue where this obsession could have come from.  He is making
full sentences in both English and Spanish, and has learned to say please and
thank you unprompted about 45% of the time.  He prefers to dress up as
spiderman instead of a pirate.  His favorite foods are rice crackers, milk, beans,
carrots, celery, and ice cream.  He loves to go to the park and race around on
his bicycle as fast as possible, and go swimming in the pool with his grandma. 

Andrea continues to make huge impacts in the defense of the living
environment of the Greater Valparaíso area in her position as a prosecutor in
the Superintendencia del Medio Ambiente (the Chilean Environmental
Protection Agency).  This past month a long term case she has been working
on was finally released and levied the largest fine in the history of the country. 
A mining company had removed an entire mountain without any permit or
environmental risk assessment.  There is no rest for the weary here, as there
are hundreds more cases that need to be prosecuted to prevent current or
future chemical spills, oil leaks, noise pollution, air pollution and heavy metal
contamination in one of the most industrialized regions in the country, and only
one prosecutor who can do it!  Together with Eli, when they aren't reading The
Night Kitchen (his current favorite book, thanks, Ariel!) to Woody, she is working
on remodeling, painting, gardening and sprucing up their old house.

Eli is managing Good Morning Valparaíso, the family breakfast diner, which has
just reached over 100 5-star reviews on Trip Advisor and is the number one
ranked restaurant in Valparaíso.  Despite an extremely slow market, the
restaurant is remaining competitive while a lot of other businesses have had to
close.  This is all down to a committed staff, understanding landlord and loyal,
concerned, regular customers who have made it part of heir resistance against
the state oppression to keep bringing us new customers. Eli is also still making
cider and has begun distilling some cider and cherry wine with a local liquor
manufacturer, and has been studying to take the GREs.  It's amazing how
much math you forget during college.
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From all of us here at the bottom of the world, we wish you happy holidays and
send you our love!

If you want to know more about what has been going on in Chile, please see
what I have written here.
 

Jared in London

Jeremy and Jared framing the sunlight in Brooklyn

I began the new year in New York working at two circus spaces. One was The
Muse in Bushwick, where I made a lot of friends, taught classes, worked with
my private client and did a lot of my own training.  The other place was the
España-Streb Trapeze Academy.  It is the Streb Lab for Action Mechanics and
was set up by the choreographer, Elizabeth Streb who performed in 2012 as
part of the London Olympics celebrations.  There I helped teach trapeze and
learned a lot more about doing it myself. I also ran some parties at the 92nd
Street Y. I had a good time there, and I am really grateful to our friends Silvia
and Peter who made it all possible by letting me stay in their apartment for such
a long time. It was situated in Hudson Height a long way from Brooklyn where
most of my work was, so I eventually moved to a typical shared apartment on
Starr St., in Bushwick.

 Now I am in London, and grateful to Tim and Miranda for allowing me to stay
with them, doing my first performance in England for New Year's Eve.  I have a
consistent job teaching out of two studios, one called The Forgotten Circus
School out in Tottenham and the other Flying Fantastic which has branches in
Union Street ane out in Peckham (unfortunately I'm on the schedule all the way
out in Peckham). Thankful and excited to be welcomed into the England branch
of the family.  Looking forward to and loving getting to know them all better.   
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This is Jared's reel that shows off what he can do.

Tim, Miranda, Jeremy, Jenn, Matt and Alane in FL 

News from Jeremy and Alane
We spent a lot of 2019 at weddings.  First, in March, we went to New Jersey,
where Cousin Stu married Janna in a very stylish wedding.  The very next
weekend, we were off to Phoenix to celebrate Eli and Andrea’s marriage in
Tempe, AZ.  Our nephew Michael and Brook kindly let us use their backyard
with the (next door to Gayle's) as a beautiful venue for the ceremony, a fun
party and tacos (Eli's request).  We are grateful to all our family and friends who
helped with the details and came to celebrate with us.  While Eli and Andrea
went to Mexico for their honeymoon, Andrea’s mom Bella and Alane took
charge of our adorable grandson Woody.  Fun to see him playing with his
cousin Zoey and being adored by the extended Shanks family.  
Next wedding was in England, our nephew Tom (Richard's son) married Laura
in the forest, before we went back to Richard and Karin's back yard to celebrate
and eat and dance to Tom's band and admire the miles and miles of bunting-.
Jared came with us for this one. Lovely to see our English family.  Next
wedding was Stu’s sister Becca's marriage to Brian, in Virginia.  Nice to get a
chance to visit the African American Museum in DC, the Air and Space
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Museum in Dulles, VA and to have a day in DC with Adam, Nadia, Max and
Sofia!    Jeremy also spent a Monday exploring Baltimore with his refereeing
friend Marc (a Franco-American).  Much of Baltimore is closed on Mondays!
Then in November, a quick trip to St. Petersburg, FL for cousins’ Jenn and
Matt’s beachside wedding--chilly but beautiful.   We already know of 2 more
weddings in 2020.  Nice to cheer on these loving couples as Jeremy and I close
in on our 27th anniversary. We first dated 41 years ago.

Alane is working on increasing Diversity, Equity and Inclusion in colleges and
universities has kept me busy as has my executive coaching.  I’ve had the
chance to bring some people to work with me.  It is a lot more fun to work with a
partner or a team.  

We spent some time in NY while Jared was living there.   Jeremy and Alane got
to spend time with our NY friends Cheryl, Beth and Donald.  We thank them
and Silvia and Peter for being there for Jared when he needed it most.

Wishing all our family and friends a wonderful 2020.  Hoping for more stability
in our country and around the Globe!  Please be in touch. 

There are many channels to follow us.  Jeremy has an extensive presence on
social media with his research and side projects, and now websites and
newsletters are part of his work.  Check them out at the end of the letter.

Reading, Listening, Attending

Books: 

Are You Listening? Tillie Walden
The Secret Commonwealth: The Book of Dust Volume 2. Philip Pulman.
Waking up White by Debby Irving
White Fragility by Robin DiAngelo
Transcription by Kate Atkinson
Colour of Ink by Rachel Kaddish
Good Talk and A Sleepwalker's Guide to Dancing by Mira Jacob
Cadmium Red by John Christie and John Berger
Jeremy has a blog where he talks about books and reading.
booksjcsolomons.wordpress.com

Music:
Steve Earle at the City Winery in Boston and his album Guy a tribute to Guy
Clark
So many concerts we just didn't go to.
Artists of the year:
Andel Olsen
Cate Le Bon
Dylan - The Rolling Thunder Revue 
St. Vincent
Nina Simone
Johnny Cash always from 1999 or so for ever more.
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Attending: 
Carousel on Broadway
Small Island from NT Live in Rockport, MA
Top Girls at the actual National Theatre
The Return by Hanna Eady at the Israeli Stage
Big Apple Circus in the Big Apple 
Pasagers by the theatrical circus group 7 Doigts de la main
Transit by Flip Fabrique!
at the Lyric Stage, Boston
The Wolves by Sarah DeLappe
Breath and Imagination by Daniel Beaty
Pacific Overtures

In Memoriam
Michael Van Gelder, Bill Glover, Marvin Stolberg, David Bellamy, David
Goldberg

Elijah Cummings
Writing: 
Clive James, Toni Morrison, A. Alvarez, Herman Wouk, Les  A.Murray, Elaine
Feinstein, Carole Satyamurti
Music:
Dr. John, Scott Walker, Johnny Clegg, Nick Tosches, Ginger Baker, David
Berman, Ray Sawyer
Performing Arts:
Peter Nichols, Jonathan Miler, Albert Finney, Jeremy Hardy, Barrie Keefe,
Mustapha Matura, Sheila Steafel, Stephen Thorne, Jack Bond
Art: 
Leon Kossof, 
Sport:
Niki Lauda, Martin Peters, Gordon Banks, Bob Willis,

See you next year.
Jeremy and Alane's Social Media and Websites

Alane Facebook @alaneshanks Twitter Renga Consulting Website

Alane on LinkedIn

Jeremy Facebook @jcsolomons Twitter Instagram Tumblr

Jeremy's Website British Jewish Literature @BritJewishLit Twitter

Links to Jeremy's Other Websites LinkedIn
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Our mailing address is:
57 A Robinwood Avenue, Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
 
Email addresses:
Jeremy:             jeremysolo@gmail.com
Alane:                alane.shanks@gmail.com or alane@rengaconsulting.com
Jared:                shanksjared@gmail.com
Eli:                     sunshanks@gmail.com

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.

More About What's Happening in Chile

If you haven't heard much about what is going on in Chile, check out these
links:

Chile Protests - BBC - Dec 13.
Chile Woke Up - NY Times - Nov 3

Protests broke out in response to the violent repression of a peaceful student
protest about a metro fare hike, and since then, the protests have remained
mostly peaceful, while the flustered response from the police has gotten more
and more violent.  It is pretty bad and getting worse all the time.  The protesting
has been going on for over 2 months, and the police repression of protests has
caused death and injuries, and there are thousands of people arrested and in
jail without trial.  It is known as the second most violent protest going on right
now in the world, after Iran.

The protest has also been extremely effective.  The Chilean constitution which
was written and enacted by the US-backed dictatorship of Pinochet, and was
never approved or even weighed in on by the people or their representatives. 
This constitution and the resulting restrictions on laws and regulations possible
in Chile has resulted in the extreme inequality and lack of opportunity for
Chileans, making Chile one of the most unequal countries in the world, where
the cost of living is almost as high as it is in the United States or Europe, but
most people live on $500 per month.  This constitution will be completely
thrown out and rewritten by a racially representative group made up of 50%
women with no party affiliation required for participation.  Globally, this is
completely unprecedented, and it is being led completely by Chilean Millenials,
a small group of young congresspeople within congress, and a large group of
disillusioned and disenfranchised young people and students.  This is
considered the second wave of democratization after the dictatorship.  
Neighborhoods have become much more organized in many areas including
helping their neighbors with food security through frequent, free, public
potlucks, organizing events where people can sell their handy-crafts, products
and old clothes, and discussion forums and speaking events where traditionally
cool people like constitutional law professors attract crowds of thousands. 
Everybody is trying to get informed and join in on the democratic process and
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try to get their voices heard.
In response to the state violence and general oppression of women in Chile, an
artistic cooperative from Valparaíso called Las Tesis created a protest anthem
and performance art piece that has blown up internationally.  If you haven't
heard about it, check out the link below: 

Las Tesis - Feminist Protest Song Goes Worldwide

If you want to know what you can do, please spread the word to your friends,
coworkers, and anybody you bump into on the street.  Also, anybody you know
who works in the media.  Because Chile is not a communist country like China,
but instead is a neocolony of the US, the protest here has gotten much, much
less attention than the considerably tamer protests happening in Hong Kong. 
The biggest strides toward resolution have come when foreign trading partners
such as France and Germany have threatened to boycott Chilean exports if
certain steps are not taken, meanwhile the US has all but refused to
acknowledge that something is happening, let alone investigate human rights
abuses.
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